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i. Objectives

• To describe, define and analyse the micro-brewed beer market (also known as

craft beer) within the Southeast Asia region.

• To collect reliable data on the growth of the microbrewed beer market in the

region.

• To analyse and forecast the micro-brewed beer production in each country

within the region.

• To analyse emerging trends in the individual markets and their contribution to

the regional market.

• To analyse opportunities in the microbrewed beer market for stakeholders by

identifying potential high-growth segments of the market.

ii. Methodology

This report contains information gathered during the 2017 Southeast Asia Brewers

Survey undertaken by Evolve Beverages Pte Ltd on behalf of Seabrew Ventures Pte

Ltd, organizers of the annual Southeast Asia Brewers Conference (SEA Brew), and

has been compiled through a detailed analysis of over 100 survey responses as well

as market observations.

Findings and further insights have been verified through interviews with brewers and

brewery owners active in the region’s main markets.

1. Objectives & Methodology
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The beer market in Southeast Asia has seen significant growth in the number of

microbreweries over the past 10 years, and more specifically in the past 3 years

where the market has seen a tripling in size from XX microbreweries to XX from the

beginning of 2015 to the end of 2017.

The traditional beer consuming powerhouses of Vietnam

and The Philippines have seen the largest growth in the

establishment of microbrewing operations. Whereas Thailand has seen a

significant growth of brewers heading overseas to brew and import their

beer back into the kingdom to circumvent strict microbrewing and

distribution regulations.

The retail market value for microbrewed beers in Southeast Asia was

estimated to be over USDXXXmillion in 2017 and is

expected to maintain healthy growth into the foreseeable

future as the regions’ economies continue to perform

strongly. Market estimates expect to see a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR)

within the region of over XX% for this sector over the next few years with Vietnam

leading the way on XX%.

Singapore has traditionally had the largest market

value due to the number of early established breweries

and the higher sale prices they are able to command,

however in 2018 Vietnam (and possibly Thailand) are expected to over-

take the city state as their markets rapidly develop.

The microbreweries in Vietnam currently produce the highest volume

output (a position they will most likely maintain in 2018 and on into the

future), however as they are unable to charge as much per litre as their

Singapore counterparts they have lower retail sales figures.

The Southeast Asia brewing scene is currently dominated

by very small operations as microbrewed beer establishes

itself as a mainstay of the brewing landscape. Over XX%

of the market consist of breweries which produce individual batch sizes of less than

XX litres and in the Philippines in particular the majority of breweries produce

batches of XX litres or less

Figure 1. SE Asia Number of Microbreweries 2010-2017

Figure 2. SE Asia 2017 Retail Market Value By Country (est.)

2. Executive Summary
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5. Production Volumes 2017

Microbrewery production throughout the region has risen significantly in the past

three years, however prior to 2017 there is no reliable data on production volumes to

base any comparisons on. It is, therefore, not possible to accurately trace market

volumes and growth prior to this.

That said, it is clear by the number of entrants into the market over the past 3 years,

the expansion of fermentation capacity of breweries in markets such as Vietnam and

Singapore, and the entry of multinational brewers with ‘premium brand’ beers that

growth has been ongoing.

Further evidence of growth in the craft beer market can be seen throughout the

region:

• The market leaders in Vietnam now rely on contract facilities (mostly mid-sized

breweries who brew a minimum of XX litres at a time) to brew their fastest

selling beers as their original breweries do not have the fermentation capacity

they now need.

• The Philippines has seen a huge influx of microbreweries since 2015 with their

total brewery count numbering over XX by mid-2018. Many of these new

entrants are very small and brew from home in vessels no larger than XX litres a

batch, though larger XX-XX hectolitre systems are emerging.

Figure 9. Southeast Asia Estimated Annual Production 2017 (HL)
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14. Individual Markets

14.i. Singapore

While the region’s most affluent economy of Singapore saw early growth in the

number of established microbreweries this growth has slowed down compared to the

rapid developments in the larger beer consuming nations of Vietnam, Thailand and

The Philippines over the past couple of years.

The young drinking population, which tend to be those more likely to drink

microbrewed beers, is very much aspirational with a high disposable income and

looking to drink beers imported from countries perceived as more culturally

advanced than Singapore, most notably the USA, Australia, Japan and New Zealand.

Reflecting this trend, at the end of 2017 there were over XX craft beer importers in

Singapore and only XX all grain microbreweries, with the brewers projecting a XX-

XX% increase in sales volumes for 2018 compared with over XX% projected by craft

beer importers.

Most of the island nation’s breweries are brewpubs who do not distribute around the

island. At the end of 2017 there were only two breweries wholly focused on

distribution – the independently owned Rye & Pint and the Heineken owned

Archipelago Brewery, by far the largest player on the market servicing over XX outlets

island wide. Other brewpubs have been trying to develop distribution business, but so

far they have had little success as outlets are reluctant to take their beers on (due

mainly to the desire not to promote competing establishments).

Over the past few years there has also been a growing interest in food and beverage

outlets serving bespoke ‘house brews’ (beers made specifically for them and labelled

as their own). This service has been offered by a couple of the breweries to date

(Archipelago & Little Island Brewing Company), but it has not flourished as an

industry as yet due to the lack of a dedicated contract facility on the island.

Even though the Singapore market is of relatively small volume compared with

others in the region there is still considerable room for growth in the microbrewed

beer space. Margins for the islands brewers are higher than those of the brewers

from the rest of the region due to the price they are able to command for their

product (see price section).

Population Microbreweries (2017) 2017Market Volume Est. (HL) CAGR 2017-2021

5.7 million XX XX XX


